COVID-19 Polices
Academic Year 2021-22

For any candidate completing a required field placement (i.e. Village Project, Sophomore Block, Junior Block, Student Teaching, etc.), you must follow SNC's masking policy while in your placement. Currently, masks must be worn at all times while indoors. This means that even though a school or district may have an optional masking policy, SNC teacher candidates must wear a mask if SNC's guidelines require it. In addition, if a placement includes physical distance guidelines, you must adhere to those guidelines.

If your placement is within a district that requires COVID-19 vaccination of its employees, you must also be fully vaccinated by the start of your placement. Proof of vaccination would be required in such instances. If the district recommends rather than requires vaccination -- which reflects SNC's current policy - candidates are strongly encouraged but not required to be vaccinated.

Regarding quarantining, should you come in close contact with someone who tests positive for Covid-19, you should follow SNC’s quarantine guidelines, unless your district has a more conservative policy, in which case you must follow the district's guidelines.

As conditions evolve, this policy may be updated at a future date.